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The new "Bay Area" thrash metal sensation. A CD that flows with melodic sequences building to

darkness and ending with brutality. Conceptual CD in the vein of King Diamond. 12 MP3 Songs METAL:

Thrash/Speed Metal, METAL: Heavy Metal Details: TAUNTED was created in the year 1992 by San

Francisco Bay Area musicians Jacques Serrano/vocals and Joey Genoni/guitar. In that same year with

assistance from lifelong friend Jason Silva/bass TAUNTED recorded the now enduring red demo. With

independent distribution soaring and positive reviews in metal zines the TAUNTED fire was burning

bright. By 1993 radio airplay materialized worldwide on metal radio stations including Zrock!. In 1994

TAUNTED entered the studio to produce their next recording effort referred to as the blue session. This

demo had an angry aggressive edge and once again had solid distribution and reviews. In the beginning

of 2003 after a decade of metal works TAUNTED hearkened back to a story once told about a haunted

house and its family. This story re-ignited the fire in TAUNTED. By March 2003 Henry Moreno/drums was

recruited which instantly elevated the sound and gave TAUNTED the ability to fulfill the dream of

recording the conceptual CD "ZERO. 2004 continued with showcasing new material live in premier

venues with national acts. 2005 commenced with the recording and production of ZERO. To insure the

utmost talent lifelong friend Jason Silva/bass was re-recruited to bring unmatched skill to the ranks. In

2006 the next chapter of TAUNTED is being written and soon the world will see what these four

individuals have to offer with their brand of Heavy Metal music. The sound and talent of this quartet is

now showcased on the dark and powerful story heard on the CD "ZERO". Searches:Taunted - Zero
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